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Repair tips 

CD 

Repair tips 

Test sequences 

Sledge 

BANG & OLUFSEN 

Select Radio in the Service menu by means of and press -er·-· 

RADIO SERVICE MENU 

VARIANT GB 

TUNER FEP SW 1.11 

VARIANT GB 

For production only. 

TUNER FEP SW 

SW version for 871C202. 

Select CD in the Service menu by means of and press MC!.M, 

(CD must have been selected as source, and an audio CD must have been 

loaded). 

CD SERVICE MENU 

TEST SEQUENCES 

SW VERSION 

Select Test Sequences in the Service menu by means of and press 

M§•M ·- -Cl·-· 

Move the cursor around the screen by means of t•. -4•:t'••· 
�:: and , and select the individual functions by pressing 

wn.w . 

(CD PLAYER J (TEST IMAGE) 

( EXIT J 

TEST IMAGE is an internal test image generated by the CDi box (colour bar). 

Leave it by pressing MC!.M. 

Select CD PLAYER=> checking of the internal communication in the CDi 

box (servo section). 

Press Mri.M => lkat ServoSoftware version (the interface processor). 

Press-·-

'----------" ( Mode 0 ) 

(sLEDGE ou� ( SLEDGE INJ (NExT MODE) 

c--EXIT ) 

SLEDGE OUT=> laser arm is moved towards extreme outside position. 

SLEDGE IN => laser arm is moved towards the centre 

Select NEXT MODE by pressing MC!.M. 
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Checking of focus 

Checking of turntable motor 

Ch�cking of radial servo 

Display of SW 

DC/DC converter 

Sledge switch 

Video 
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( IN FOCUS ) ( Mode 1 J 

(sLEDGE OU� ( SLEDGE IN J (NEXT MODE] 

( EXIT J 

Select NEXT MODE by pressing -er·-· 

(TuRN MOTOR oKJ ( Mode 2 J 

@LEDGE ou� c SLEDGE IN) (NI:xr!000E) 

( EXIT J 

Select NEXT MODE by pressing _ ... _ 

(RADIAL TEST OK) ( Mode 3 ) 

@LEDGE OU� ( SLEDGE IN J (NEXT MOD� 

( EXIT ) 

Select EXIT by pressing _ ... _ _ 
The text "Remove testplug" is for future use. 

Select CD in the Service menu. 

Select SW version. 

1715xx-2yy4zz-3ww 

xx = Cdi main processor 

yy = Interface processor 

zz = Servo processor 

ww = Internal CDi processor 
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Leave the menu by selecting EXIT on the screen, and then press _ ... _ 
This makes you leave the service mode. 

The DC/DC converter, which supplies the CDi box, will operate only when 

the CDi box is connected. 

At power-up the sledge will move to the innermost position in order to 

catch the sledge switch. If this signal for the CDi is disconnected, the 

compact disc will not start. The signal is a pulse that occurs only once. 

CDi's always output both CVBS and Y/C signals simultaneously. 
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Error tree 

Start 

"LOAD" 
Opens the loaderl 

YES 

Load audio CD] 

YES 

CDi 
Spin-up 

YES 

The CD section consists of two parts. One is the CDi box which is placed 
behind the Active Centre-Bass. The CDi box carries out data processing. 
The other part of the CD section is the CD unit which comprises the 
CD mechanism, CD interface and loader control. 
The following error tree should be used when carrying out troubleshooting 
in the CD section. 

Raise 72P112 
Light in the display? 

Raise loader manually 
Does 72P112-5 (0-SV) switch? 

Display PCB58 
defective 

NO 

Display PCB58 
defective 

NO 

NO 

16P122-6 -SVJ connected to the NO Check: 16P122-1 +5V? PCB 16 must be� 
16P122-7 +9'h CD unit during 

the measurement YES 

Enter test mode (MENU 0 0 GO, it takes 
5-10 secs. before the menu comes up on 
the screen). Select CD by means of arrow 

buttons, press GO, and select 
TEST SEQUENCES by pressing GO 

ES 

CDi box 
defective 

Display PcB58l 
defective J 

CD unitl defective 

CD unit 
defective 

AVS PCB14� 
defective J 

AVS PCB14� 
defective J 
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LTrack bar? 

YES 

L So:d? � 

Picture? 

L Press GO 

YES 
Select SLEDGE IN and OUT by means of 
arrow buttons and press GO. You can 
hear whether the sledge moves. OK? 

�N FOCUS ? 

YES 

YES 
y 

!TuRNTABL� No 
L MOTOR OK? J 

�YES � Select iJ 
EXT MODE 
nd press GO 

�YES 
�RADIAL TEST 
L OK? 

YES 
End test by 
selecting 

NEXT MODE 
and pressing GO 

Is it possible to 
select test mode 
(MENU 0 0 GO, 

CD, GO) 

�YES 

r CDi� 
defe� 

CD unit orl 
CDi box defectiv� 

CD-Einheit oder 
CD-i-Box defekt 

CDi box or PCB6 
defective 

(replace Chassis). 
Replace CDi box 

first. 

PCB14 AVS or CDi bo
l defective. 

Replace CDi box first 

CDi box 
defective 

PCB14 AVS or CDi box 
defective. 

Replace CDi box first 
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CDi box or 
CD unit defective 

CDi box or 
CD unit defective. 
NOTE!! REPLACE 
BOTH UNITS AT 
THE SAME TIME 

We recommend 
replacing the 
CDi unit first 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 

Modulator/Splitter 

Sound amplifier section 

MUTE 

The Modulator/Splitter is equipped with two external and one internal 

aerial socket. 

The TV aerial signal is connected to the external VHF/UHF socket. 

The signal is fed through an amplifier with a 0/6dB attenuator (the ATTN 

OFF ON button). 

After the amplifier the signal is split up into two paths. The one path is 

run through the internal aerial socket to the TV tuner. The other path is 

run through an amplifier to the external LINK aerial socket, which is the 

output for a Link room TV, if any. 

In ST.BY the aerial signal is fed through a relay to the LINK socket. This 

entails a signal damping of approx. 1.5dB. The Modulator/Splitter is normally 

switched off in ST.BY but if the aerial signals are weak and the 1.5dB 

damping causes a deterioration of the picture quality the Modulator/ 

Splitter may be put into constant operation by means of the switch S 101. 

The Modulator can transmit e.g. CDi or satellite signals through the LINK 

socket if these are selected from the Link room TV. 

The Modulator transmission frequency may be adjusted in steps of 1 MHz 

in the UHF range through direct keying-in of the frequency or it can be 

adjusted in channel steps by means of the W) and t• buttons. 

This is done by selecting "LINK FREQUENCY" in the "TV SETUP" menu. 

A test image is transmitted during the frequency adjustment: two white, 

vertical bars on a black background. 

The Modulator will transmit in two situations only: 

- If it has been selected from the Link room. 

- When the transmission frequency is set. 

We refer to diagrams 0, P and Q. 

The sound amplifier section is a three-way section comprising an Active 

Centre-Bass, which is common to both the right and left channels, and 

two side amplifiers, each containing two amplifiers. These two amplifiers 

handle midrange and treble respectively. 

The sound amplifier section is supplied by its own mains transformer. 

The mains voltage supply to the transformer is switched off in ST.BY. 

The right and left sound channels are applied to 151C1 where they are 

amplified and fed to the two side amplifiers. The right and left channels 

are added after 151C1. The added signal is amplified and applied to a bass 

boost circuit that amplifies the signal approx. 12dB at 50Hz, starting at 30Hz 

and ending at 500Hz. After the bass boost circuit the signal is fed to two 

identical low-pass filters which start cutting off from 200Hz and upwards 

with a damping of 80dB per decade. From the low-pass filters the signal is 

applied to the Centre-Bass hybrid amplifier which is connected as a Class G 

amplifier, meaning that the IC is supplied with a low supply voltage when 

the output power is low, whereas the IC is supplied with a higher supply 

voltage when the output power is high. Class G starts to come into effect 

when 30W is dissipated in the Centre-Bass amplifier. 

The circuits around 151C8-9 monitor the output signal and switch between 

±30V supply voltage and up to ±43V supply voltage. 

The signal for the side amplifiers is split up into two paths in the crossover 

network on PCB11, and the treble and midrange signals are fed to the two 

hybrid amplifiers separately. 

The objects of the Mute circuit around 15TR6/7/9 are to mute the signal 

when a mute command is given via the remote control and to damp the 

"blop" sounds made by the operational amplifiers during power-up and 

power-down. If the connection to the TV (MUTE PA) disappears, the signal 

will be muted constantly. 

Mute ac 

The circuit around 15TR4-5 ensures that the differential stage in the input 

of the Centre-Bass hybrid is kept currentless at power-up and power-down 

•. 
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PROTECTION 

CONTROL OF SIDE SPEAKERS 

PCB15 
SPIN/OUT 

ON SHOT 
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in order to avoid "blop" sounds from it due to the transfer electrolytes in 

the signal path preceding the input stage. 

The circuit around 15D12-13 serves the same function as the circuit described 

above, only in respect of the hybrid IC's on the side amplifiers. However, 

the transistors are built into the IC's. 

R140-141 from +43V to +30V ensure that "blop" sounds do not occur at 

power-up and power-down, because +43V comes up very quickly and is 

switched off slowly since there is no significant consumption of this voltage 

in these situations. 

The PROTECTION circuit monitors the following: 

- DC at all speaker outputs 

- The temperature of all cooling plates by means of NTC resistors. 

The circuit has been designed as a locking circuit around 15TR 10-11 so that 

if one of the transistor starts to draw current the other one will help it, 

and via the microcomputer system the POWER FAIL PA signal (active HIGH) 

will disconnect the mains voltage from the transformer of the sound 

amplifiers. 

15TR10 monitors positive DC at the speaker outputs, and 15TR12 monitors 

negative DC. 15TR11 monitors the temperature of the cooling plates by 

means of the NTC resistors. 

The series resistors in the supply voltage to the NTC resistors determine 

the temperature at which the circuit shall step into operation. 

The pull-down resistors on the TEMP PROTECT leads make the circuit step 

into operation and send a POWER FAILURE signal if the plug for the NTC 

is not installed. 

We refer to diagram 0. 

The moving side speakers are controlled by two pins on the microcomputer 

(SP IN/OUT and SP CTRL MEC) via a motor control circuit. 

MOTOR DRIVER 
IC201 

TR201-202 
D203 

TR200, C213 
MOTOR PLUS 

SP CTRL MEC 
. 

STOP 
D204 M 

MOTOR MINUS I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

, I 

SET 
FLIP/FLOP 

RESET OPTO PE1 
COUPLER 

When the speakers have to move, the direction of movement is determined 

by SP IN/OUT (SPIN = HIGH, SP OUT= LOW). When SP CTRL MEC goes LOW, 

the flip/flop is set, the anodes of D203-204 go LOW, causing the blocking 

of the motor driver circuit to be removed, and the speakers move in the 

specified direction. 

The motor driver controls the motor so that it acquires a constant r.p.m. 

regardless of the load on the motor. When the r.p.m. is constant the 

speaker movement starts, quickly in the beginning but gradually decelerating 

the farther out they get. This is achieved by means of a mechanical 

construction. 

The optocoupler is switched on only when the speakers are moving. The 

connection between the mechanical construction and the optocoupler is 

obtained via a gearwheel with two "fingers", one each for indicating the 

innermost and outermost positions of the speakers. In the innermost and 

outermost positions the collector of TR204 goes LOW, the flip/flop IC200 is 
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reset, the anode of D203 goes HIGH, and the motor stops. At the same 
time a LOW pulse is transferred to the microcomputer via the one-shot 
TR200 and C213. The pulse is only "visible" when SP IN/OUT is HIGH, and 
thus only when the speakers have been moved in. The pulse is used for 
indicating that the speakers have been fully moved in so that the product 
can switch off as quickly as possible. 
In the event of an unintended braking of the speaker movement a mechanical 
spring will be released, and the speakers will not be moved all the way to 
the outermost position. SP CTRL MEC has a built-in time-out ensuring that 
the motor driver always stops shortly after the speakers should have 
reached their outermost position, regardless of the optocoupler or the 
flip/flop being in or out of operation. 
If the one-shot pulse is missing·when the speakers have been moved in, 
the microcomputer will register that as an error. After three registered 
errors the speakers will remain out. 

The connection between SP IN/OUT and SP CTRL MEC in different 
situations is shown below. 

Power UP/-(speaker moves out) 
SPIN/OUT 

SP stops 

I �--------------

SP CTRL MEC ----, 

Start 6 sec 

Power DOWN/-(speaker moves in) 

_j SP stops� • 

SPIN/OUT '- - - - - • - • • 

SOOms >---------1 

SP CTRL MEC ----, 

Start 4 sec 

Change of direction IN/OUT 

Timeout 

SP stops 

SPIN/OUT • - - • • ------

SP CTRL MEC 

I I I I 
Start 

Change of direction OUT/IN 
SPIN/OUT 

Timeout 

500ms r----1 

SPCTRLMEC

I I I I 
Start 
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CD 

CD unit 

CD mechanism 

Loader 

Light 

CDibox 

Servo 

Digital signal processing 
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The CD function is divided into two sections, partly the CD unit containing 
the CD mechanism and the loader mechanics/control and partly the CDi box 
containing the control for the CD mechanism, digital signal processing and 
the interface to the main processor of the product. 

In BeoCenter AV5 the VAM1205 is used as CD mechanism. 
Control of VAM 1205 is executed from the CDi box. 
The signals from the photodiodes are fed from 103P220 and the screened 
cable to the CDi box where the servo and signal processing are located. 
Control of the focus, radial and sledge motors as well as the Hall motor is 
executed via 1 02P204. 

The load function is controlled from the microprocessor on the display 
module, PCB 58. The control is executed with the following signals: 
OPEN and CLOSE (72P112 pins 8 and 7); when the loader is opened, for 
example, OPEN is high and CLOSE is low. 

The loader position is determined by means of two optocouplers. One 
checks whether the loader is closed; it does so by means of a "pin" that 
goes into a fork optocoupler. The other ·checks whether the loader is 
moving; it does so by means af a reflection from a gearwheel. 

Loader Fork Reflection OPTO 2 OPTO 1 P115 
position optocoupler optocoupler p 118-5 P118-6 

Closed "Finger" in NO Low Low High 
fork reflection 

Opening "Finger" in Reflection Low High Low 
fork 

Middle "Finger" out- Reflection High high Low 
side fork 

Fully open "Finger" out- No High Low Low 
side fork reflection 

P115 transmits information to the CDi box indicating that the loader is 
closed. 

The light in the loader is controlled by means of the signals PWM1 and PWM2 
(fulse Width Modulation), 72P112 pins 10 and 9, from the microprocessor 
on the display module, PCB 58. By means of these two signals it is possible 
to control the light intensity and to fade the light when switching on and 
off. 
The light bulbs are connected in such a way that the current flowing through 
the bulbs is "inverted" at a frequency of 310Hz, providing for considerable 
extension of bulb life. 

The servo section controlling the focus, radial and sledge motors and the 
Hall motor is located in the CDi box. 

The CDi box determines on the basis of the data present in the CD's subcode 
which type of CD has been loaded. 
Based on the CD type the necessary data processing is carried out, and the 
CDi box supplies sound and picture to the product's AV switch, PCB 14. 


